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Shorts & trousers
04

LCSHO806 CLASSIC CARGO SHORT
Classic cargo style work shorts in comfortable yet durable
woven fabric.
- Easy care soft touch twill fabric
- Gripper elastic to inner waistband
- Triple stitching for extra garment strength
- Two walled leg pockets with flap fastening and mobile
phone pocket
- Two spacious front and back pockets
- Hammer loop to side
Material: 200gsm 80% polyester 20% cotton twill fabric
Colours:
Sizes: 30 - 42 waist

LCSHO808 CLASSIC CARGO SHORT
Classic cargo style work shorts in comfortable yet durable
woven fabric.
- Easy care soft touch twill fabric
- Gripper elastic to inner waistband
- Triple stitching for extra garment strength
- Two walled leg pockets with flap fastening and mobile phone pocket
- Two spacious front and back pockets
- Hammer loop to side
Material: 245gsm 65% polyester 35% cotton twill fabric with
abrasion resistant 100% Polyester oxford trim fabric.
Colours:
Sizes: 30 - 42 waist

SHORTS & TROUSERS
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LCSHO807 HOLSTER POCKET CARGOSHORT
Great work shorts in comfortable yet durable woven fabric with
additional functional holster pockets.
- Easy care soft touch cotton twill fabric
- Gripper elastic to inner waistband
- Triple stitching for extra garment strength
- Fixed Holster pockets in twill and oxford fabric for extra durability
- Two walled leg pockets with flap fastening and mobile phone
compartment
- Two spacious front and back pockets
- Hammer loop to side
Material: 245gsm 65% polyester 35% cotton twill with
abrasion resistant oxford trim fabric
Colours:
Sizes: 30 - 42 waist

LCPNT205 CARGO TROUSERS
A classic cargo trouser ideal for any work environment.
- Modern easy care fabric which is comfortable and hard wearing
- Modern garment fit which is comfortable and provides
maximum ease of movement
- Two walled leg pockets with velcro flap fastening
- Two spacious front and back pockets
Material: 245gsm 65% polyester 35% cotton twill fabric
Colours:
Sizes: 30 - 42 waist, short, regular and long leg lengths.
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SHORTS & TROUSERS

LCPNT206 MULTI POCKET TROUSER
A classic multi-pocket trouser in modern easy care fabric.
- Bottom loader knee pockets for the ultimate in wearer comfort
and function
- Modern garment fit which is comfortable and provides
maximum ease of movement
- Gripper elastic to inner waistband
- Triple needle stitching for extra garment strength
- Two walled leg pockets with velcro flap fastening
- Two spacious front and back pockets with additional
compartments for mobile phone and other tools
Material: 320gsm 65% polyester 35% cotton twill and oxford
fabric
Colours:
Sizes: 30 - 42 waist, short, regular and long leg lengths.

SHORTS & TROUSERS
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LCPNT236 FASHION FIT MULTI
POCKET TROUSER
A fashion fit multi pocket cargo trouser in easy care but
hardwearing fabric.
- Bottom loader knee pockets in high wear resistant fabric.
- Reflective piping to side and back.
- Left leg boasts a velcro fastening cargo pocket.
- Gripper elastic to inner waistband.
- Triple needle stitching for extra garment strength.
- Left leg walled pockets with velcro flap fastening
- Hammer loop to left leg.
- Two spacious front and back pockets.
Material: 280gsm 65% polyester 35% cotton canvas and
oxford fabric
Colours:
Sizes: 30 - 42 waist, regular and long leg lengths.

LCPNT216 HOLSTER POCKET TROUSER
A classic multi-pocket trouser in modern easy care fabric.
- Bottom loader knee pockets in high wear resistant fabric.
- Fully fixed holster pockets to the front of the garment
- Left leg boasts a cargo pocket with velcro fastening and mobile
phone specific pocket
- Gripper elastic to inner waistband
- Triple needle stitching for extra garment strength
- Hammer loop and long tool pocket to back right leg as worn
- Two spacious front and back pockets
Material: 280gsm 65% polyester 35% cotton canvas and oxford
fabric
Colours:
Sizes: 30 - 42 waist, short, regular and long leg lengths.
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SHORTS & TROUSERS

LCPNT210 HOLSTER POCKET TROUSER
A classic trouser in modern easy care fabric combining design,
functionality, high abrasion resistant fabric panels and knee protection
design features.
- Toploader knee pockets in high abrasion resistance fabric for the
ultimate in wearer comfort and protection
- Reinforced gusset panel in high abrasion resistance fabric
- Extending velcro fastening tool belt loop
- Modern garment fit which is comfortable and provides maximum
ease of movement
- Zip detachable holster pockets to the front of the garment
- Gripper elastic to inner waistband
- Triple needle stitching for extra garment strength
- Two walled leg pockets with flap fastening and additional mobile
phone pocket
- Two spacious front and back pockets, side hammer loop
- Wear resistant fabric panels to leg hem
Material: 320gsm 65% polyester 35% cotton double warp double weft
canvas, trim fabric is 600D polyester oxford PU
Colours:
Sizes: 30 - 42 waist, short, regular and long leg lengths.

LCPNT224 HOLSTER POCKET CARGO
TROUSER

DETACHABLE POCKETS

KNEE PAD PANELS

A classic multi-pocket trouser in modern easy care fabric.
- Toploader knee pockets in high wear resistant fabric
- Extending velcro fastening tool belt loop
- Reinforced gusset panel
- Modern garment fit which is comfortable and provides
maximum ease of movement
- Gripper elastic to inner waistband
- Triple needle stitching for extra garment strength
- Zip detachable holster pockets to the front of the garment
- Single walled leg pockets with velcro flap fastening and mobile
phone pocket
- Two spacious front and back pockets
Material: 320gsm 65% polyester 35% cotton main canvas fabric
with 100% polyester contrast trim fabric,
Colours:
Sizes: 30 - 42 waist, short, regular and long leg lengths.

SHORTS & TROUSERS
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STRETCH DENIM
LCPNT219 STRETCH DENIM WORKWEAR
JEAN
A classic straight leg jean in stretch denim fabric.
- Denim is enzyme washed for maximum wearer comfort
- Classic garment fit which is comfortable and provides
maximum ease of movement
- Classic western style 5 pocket design with Lee Cooper logo stitch
detail to reverse
Material: Denim, 98% cotton 2% elastane
Colours:
Navy wash
Sizes: 30 - 42 waist, short, regular and long leg lengths.

STRETCH DENIM
LCPNT239 STRETCH DENIM CARPENTER
JEAN

MULTIPLE POCKETS

OVERSIZED POCKETS
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SHORTS & TROUSERS

A functional straight leg jean in stretch denim fabric with multiple pockets.
- Denim is stone washed for maximum wearer comfort
- Classic garment fit which is comfortable and provides
maximum ease of movement
- Stud and velcro fastening pockets at left leg including mobile pocket
- Ruler and multi-function pockets at right leg
- Oversized back pockets
- Contemporary and functional styling with Lee Cooper logo detail to
reverse
Material: Denim, 98% cotton 2% elastane
Colours:
Stone wash
Sizes: 30 - 42 waist, Regular Leg Length = 31”

T-Shirts & Tops
SHORTS & TROUSERS
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LCTS012 GRAPHIC T-SHIRT
A classic cotton tee with a graphic print design.
- Modern fashionable design
- Soft touch cotton fabric
- Large three colour graphic print
Material: 200gsm 100% cotton jersey
Colours:
Sizes: M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

LCTS014 GRAPHIC T-SHIRT
A classic cotton tee with a graphic print design.
- Modern fashionable design
- Soft touch cotton fabric
- Large three colour graphic print
Material: 200gsm 85% cotton 15% viscose jersey
Colours:
Sizes: M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL
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LCTS017 POLO T-SHIRT
A classic polyester tee with contrast trim details.
- Modern fashionable design
- Contrast 3 button fastened placket
- Contrast cuff and placket trim detail
- Reflective trim detail to upper armholes
Material: 180gsm 100% polyester, Coolpass
Colours:
Sizes: M - L - XL - XXL

LCTS011 PIQUE POLO SHIRT
A classic polo shirt with chest pocket detail.
-Fashionable design with contrast stitching and
detailed pocket design.
- Soft touch cotton/ cotton mix fabric
- Small woven tab branding detail
Material: 200gsm pique.
Colours:
Sizes: M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

T-SHIRTS & TOPS
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14

LCSWT105 BONDED FLEECE HOODIE
A classic zip through hoodie with a large kangaroo pocket to
keep the hands warm, and an additional chest pocket for extra
versatility.
- Cover stitch panel details for a modern look
- Soft touchTC bonded fleece fabric with sherpa lining
- Chunky draw cord fastening to hood with contrast red lining
- Elastane re-inforced body and sleeve cuff
- Small Lee Cooper branding to chest and hood
Material: 420gsm 65% polyester 35% cotton bonded fleece
fabric
Colours:
Sizes: S - M - L - XL - XXL

LCJKT450 BONDED SOFTSHELL
A practical fleece lined soft shell bonded jacket made in
waterproof fabric.
- Stretch polyester fabric with 100% polyester bonded
fleece
backing
- Two zip closing hand pockets in contrast colour
- Reversed main zip
- Fully adjustable sleeve cuff with velcro
Material: 100% polyester bonded fleece
Colours:
Sizes: S - M- L - XL - XXL

T-SHIRTS & TOPS
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NEW

LCJKT124 – ZIP THROUGH BONDED
FLEECE
SWEAT JACKET
A modern style fleece jacket with bonded fabric.
- Bonded fleece with soft touch inner layer
- Full length reversed zip at the front
- 2 zipped pockets at the hips and 1 zipped pocket at the front
chest
- Panelling detail to the front
- Material: 96% Polyester / 4% Elastane
- Colours: Charcoal Marl
Sizes: S - M - L - XL - XXL

LCJKT125 – ZIP THROUGH HOODED
SWEAT JACKET
A modern, functional, full zip jacket in comfortable but hard
wearing fabric.
- Fleece fabric through out with brushed inner for comfort and
warmth
- Lined hood with adjuster cord
- Full length reversed zip at the front with a rubberised finish
- 2 zipped pockets at the hips and 1 zipped pocket at the front chest,
each with a rubberised finish
- Printed pocket trim at the front chest pocket
- Material: 85% Cotton / 15% Polyester
- Colours: Black
- Sizes: S - M- L - XL - XXL
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T-SHIRTS & TOPS

NEW

LCJKT126 – ZIP THROUGH HOODED
SWEAT QUILTED JACKET
- A modern, versatile fleece jacket which combines functionality
with durability and warmth.
- Soft touch anti-pil fleece fabric with a woven quilted panel at the
upper body
- Lined hood with adjuster cord
- Full length reversed zip at the front with a rubberised finish
- 2 reversed zipped pockets at the front, with a rubberised finish
- Material: Main fabric 85% Cotton / 15% Polyester, Quilted fabric
100% Polyester
- Colours: Grey/Grey Marl
- Sizes: S - M- L - XL - XXL

NEW

LCTOP303 – HALF ZIP FLEECE TOP
A practical 1/2 zip fleece, made from comfortable but hard wearing
fabric.
- Soft touch anti-pil finish polar fleece fabric
- Deep zip at centre front
- 2 welt pockets at zip
- Elasticated binding at collar and cuffs
- Material: 280gsm, 100% polyester polar fleece
- Colours: Black/Grey
- Sizes: S - M- L - XL - XXL

T-SHIRTS & TOPS
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Jackets & vests
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T-SHIRTS & TOPS

LCVST706 PADDED VEST
Practical quilted padded vest, that delivers style and warmth
in cold conditions.
- Standard garment fit with padded collar
- Contrast colour reversed main zip
- Two concealed hand pockets
- Elasticated binding to hem
- Contrast coloured lining
Material: 100% polyester with 100% polyester lining
Colours:
Sizes: S - M- L - XL - XXL - XXXL

LCVST702 REVERSIBLE PADDED VEST
Sleeveless version of a classic quilted, fleece lined padded jacket,
that delivers plush warmth in harsh cold conditions.
- Standard garment fit with funnel neck
- Fully reversible garment with showerproof and fleece sides
- Zip closing garment
- Pockets are open jet pockets to fleece side and zip closing to
showerproof side
Material: 100% polyester/ pongee PVC reversible polyester
anti-pill polar fleece lining
Colours:
Sizes: M- L - XL - XXL - XXXL

JACKETS & VESTS
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NEW

LCVST708 CAMO PRINT FABRIC
PADDED VEST
A slim fitting padded vest
- Polyester light weight insulation to vest provides a EN342
thermal grading
- Vest has full front zip fastening
- Branded rubber badge to left chest
- Zip fastening hand pockets to front sides
- Camo print fabric.
- Elasticated bound hem & cuffs
Material: 100% polyester outer fabric with a 100% polyester
lining fabric, Padding is 100% polyester.
Colours:
Sizes: M- L - XL - XXL

NEW

LCJKT452 CAMO PRINT FABRIC
PADDED JACKET
A slim fitting padded jacket with fixed hood
- Polyester light weight insulation to jacket provides a
EN342 thermal grading
- Main jacket is zip fastening
- Branded rubber badge to left sleeve
- Zip fastening hand pockets to front sides
- Camo print fabric.
- Elasticated bound hem, cuffs & hood
Material: 100% polyester outer fabric with a 100% polyester
lining fabric, Padding is 100% polyester.
Colours:
Sizes: M- L - XL - XXL
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JACKETS & VESTS

NEW

LCJKT454PADDED JACKET
A slim fitting padded jacket with fixed hood
- Polyester light weight insulation to jacket provides a
EN342 thermal grading
- Main jacket is zip fastening
- Branded rubber badge to left sleeve
- Zip fastening hand pockets to front sides
- Elasticated bound hem, cuffs & hood
Material: 100% polyester outer fabric with a 100% polyester
lining fabric, Padding is 100% polyester.
Colours:
Sizes: M- L - XL - XXL

LCJKT446 PADDED JACKET
A fully lined, padded, waterproof and breathable jacket
with taped seams.
- Reflective trim detail
- Waterproof, windproof and breathable main garment fabric
- Adjustable bungee cords to hood and hem. Hood is fully detachable
- Reflective waterproof zip hand pockets. Contrast chest pocket
and left sleeve pocket. Also has an inner phone pocket
- Fully adjustable sleeve cuffs with velcro fastening
- Accessible panel in the lining to allow for logo embroidery
Material: 100% polyester ripstop/PU with 100% polyester inner
lining and padding
Colours:
Sizes: S - M- L - XL - XXL

JACKETS & VESTS
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LCJKT445 PADDED JACKET
A waterproof, windproof, breathable jacket with padded quilt
lining and taped seams.
- Contrast trim detail to body and sleeves
- Waterproof, windproof and breathable main garment fabric
- Adjustable bungee cords to hood and hem. Hood is fully detachable
- Zip fastening hand pockets, waterproof zip chest pocket and
velcro fastening chest pocket. Also has an inner phone pocket
- Fully adjustable sleeve cuffs with velcro fastening
- Accessible panel in the lining to allow for logo embroidery
Material: 100% polyester/TPU with 100% polyester inner
lining and padding
Colours:
Sizes: S - M- L - XL - XXL
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JACKETS & VESTS

LCJKT447 PADDED JACKET
A padded shower proof jacket with full zip fastening.
- Lightweight polyester jacket.
- Contrast trim with reflective tape detail.
- Two functional chest pockets and two open hand pockets.
- Elasticated cuffs and hem.
Material: 100% Polyester pongee / PVC outer fabric with
100% polyester lining. Padding is 100% polyester.
Colours:
Sizes: S - M- L - XL - XXL

LCJKT407W WATERPROOF
SOFTSHELL JACKET
A fully lined, lightly padded waterproof soft shell jacket
with full taped seams and waterproof zips.
- Printed pocket sealed seam detail to chest and sleeve area
- Waterproof , windproof and breathable main garment fabric
- Adjustable bungee cord to hood which is also fully detachable
- Zip fastening hand pockets, chest pocket and sleeve pocket
-Fully adjustable sleeve cuffs with branded velcro fastening
Material: Triple layer fabric which is 94% polyester, 6%
elastane with lamination finish process applied, lining is 210T
polyester tricot, Padding is 100% polyester.
Colours:
Sizes: S - M- L - XL - XXL

JACKETS & VESTS
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Footwear
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NEW

LCSHOE112 S1P/SRA SHOE
- A low profile lightweight safety shoe.
- It boasts a stainless steel toe.
- The shoe has anti-static properties.
- Lightweight anti penetration midsole.
- The outsole is rubber which is oil resistant.
- Padded ankle collar for extra comfort.
- Energy absorbent heel.
- EN-ISO 20345-S1P compliant.
Material: EVA and rubber outsole with a
suede leather and woven fabric upper.
Colours:
Sizes: UK 7 - 12, EU 41-46

NEW

LCSHOE114 S1P/SRA SHOE
- A low profile lightweight sports trainer style safety
shoe.
- It boasts a composite toe.
- The shoe has anti-static properties.
- The shoe is metal free.
- Lightweight anti penetration midsole.
- The outsole is rubber which is oil resistant.
- Padded ankle collar for extra comfort.
- Energy absorbent heel.
- EN-ISO 20345-S1P compliant.
Material: EVA and rubber outsole with a
PU and woven fabric upper.
Colours:
Sizes: UK 7 - 12, EU 41-46

FOOTWEAR
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LCSHOE097 S1P/SRA LIGHTWEIGHT
SOFTSHELL SHOE
- A low profile lightweight sports trainer style safety shoe.
- Outer is made from a lightweight softshell material.
- It boasts a composite toe and light weight rubber shell
outsole.
- The shoe is metal free.
- Flexible nylon anti-penetration midsole.
- The shoes boast anti-static properties.
- Padded ankle collar design for wearer comfort.
- EN-ISO 20345-S1P compliant.
Material: Outsole Phylon & Rubber with PU mesh upper.
Colours:
Sizes: UK7 - 12, EU 41-46

LCSHOE054 SB/SRA SHOE
- A lightweight and flexible shoe with modern styling.
- It boasts a stainless steel toe.
- The outsole is anti-slip rubber in a modern styling of a
fashionable low profile shoe.
- Padded ankle collar design for wearer comfort.
- EN-ISO 20345-SB compliant.
Material: PU & breathable nubuck upper with
textured toe cap.
Colours:
Sizes: UK3 - 12, EU 36-46
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FOOTWEAR

LCSHOE088 S1P/SRA SHOE
- A low profile lightweight sports trainer style safety shoe.
- It boasts a stainless steel toe and light weight rubber
shell outsole.
- Flexible nylon anti-penetration midsole.
- The shoe boasts anti-static properties.
- Padded ankle collar design for wearer comfort.
- EN-ISO 20345-S1P compliant.
Material: Outsole Phylon & Rubber with mesh inner.
Colours:
Sizes: UK7 - 12, EU 41-46

LCSHOE008C S1P/SRA SHOE
- A low profile sports trainer style workwear shoe.
- It boasts a stainless steel toe.
- Flexible nylon anti-penetration midsole.
- The shoe boasts anti-static properties.
- The lightweight rubber shell outsole is slip and oil resistant.
- Padded ankle collar design for wearer comfort.
- EN-ISO 20345-S1P compliant.
Material: Breathable PU/Nubuck & technical mesh upper.
Colours:
Sizes: UK3 - 12, EU 36-46

FOOTWEAR
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LCSHOE092 S1P/SRA SHOE
- A low profile lightweight sports trainer style safety shoe.
- It boasts a stainless steel toe.
- Lightweight anti-penetration midsole.
- The shoe has anti-static properties.
- Slip and oil resistant outsole.
- Padded ankle collar for extra comfort.
- EN-ISO 20345-S1P compliant.
Material: Phylon /Rubber Sole with PU + Mesh upper.
Colours:
Sizes: UK 7 - 12, EU 41-46

LCSHOE020C S1P/SRA MID CUT
BOOT
- A mid-cut boot with a low profile design.
- It boasts a stainless steel toe.
- Flexible nylon anti-penetration midsole.
- The shoe boasts anti-static properties.
- The lightweight rubber shell outsole is slip and oil resistant.
- Padded ankle collar design for wearer comfort.
- EN-ISO 20345-S1P compliant.
Material: Breathable PU/Nubuck & technical mesh upper.
Colours:
Sizes: UK7 - 12, EU 41-46
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NEW

LCSHOE099 S1P/SRA MID CUT BOOT
- A mid-cut boot with a low profile design.
- It boasts a stainless steel toe.
- The boot has anti-static properties.
- Lightweight anti penetration midsole.
- The outsole is rubber which is oil resistant.
- Padded ankle collar for extra comfort.
- Energy absorbent heel.
- EN-ISO 20345-S1P compliant.
Material: Rubber outsole with a PU and suede upper.
Colours:
Sizes: UK 7 - 12, EU 41-46

NEW

LCSHOE101 S1P/SRA MID CUT BOOT
WITH CONTRAST STITCHING
- A mid-cut boot with a low profile design.
- It boasts a stainless steel toe.
- The boot has anti-static properties.
- Lightweight anti penetration midsole.
- The outsole is rubber which is oil resistant.
- Padded ankle collar for extra comfort.
- Energy absorbent heel.
- EN-ISO 20345-S1P compliant.
Material: Rubber outsole with a denim fabric
and suede upper.
Colours:
Sizes: UK 7 - 12, EU 41-46

FOOTWEAR
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NEW

LCSHOE102 S1P/SRA WOVEN
MID CUT BOOT
- A mid-cut boot with a low profile design.
- It boasts a stainless steel toe.
- The boot has anti-static properties.
- Lightweight anti penetration midsole.
- The outsole is rubber which is oil resistant.
- Padded ankle collar for extra comfort.
- Energy absorbent heel.
- EN-ISO 20345-S1P compliant.
Material: EVA and rubber outsole with a
woven fabric upper.
Colours:
Sizes: UK 7 - 12, EU 41-46

LCSHOE096 S3/SRC BOOT WITH
FULL WATERPROOF MEMBRANE
- Fully waterproof boot.
- This is a modern hiking style safety boot.
- It boasts a composite toe with steel midsole.
- The boot has anti-static properties.
- The outsole is rubber which is oil resistant.
- Padded ankle collar design for wearer comfort.
- Energy absorbent heel.
- EN-ISO 20345-S3 compliant.
Material: Rubber sides & Breathable Mesh.
Colours:
Sizes: UK7 - 12, EU 41-46
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FOOTWEAR

LCSHOE022 SB/SRA BASEBALL BOOT
- A lightweight and flexible ankle boot with modern styling.
- It boasts a stainless steel toe.
- The outsole is anti-slip rubber in a modern styling of a
fashionable low profile shoe.
- Padded ankle collar design for wearer comfort.
- EN-ISO 20345-SB compliant.
Material: PU & breathable nubuck
upper with textured toe cap.
Colours:
Sizes: UK3 - 12, EU 36-46

LCSHOE086 S1P/SRA BOOT
- A leather & PU mid-cut boot with a low profile design.
- It boasts a stainless steel toe and puncture
resistant nylon midsole.
- The boot boasts anti-static properties.
- The outsole is anti-slip rubber in a modern styling of a
fashionable low profile shoe.
- Padded ankle collar design for wearer comfort.
- Energy absorbent heel.
- EN-ISO 20345-S1-P compliant.
Material: Leather and PU.
Colours:
Sizes: UK7 - 12, EU 41-46

FOOTWEAR
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LCHAT624 – CHUNKY KNIT BEANIE
- super brushed lining
- thicker yarn for excellent heat retention
- chunky rib knitted outer fabric
- one size fits all
- British standard 4745, tog rating of 3.5
Colours:
Size: one size
Fleece material: 100% polyester
Knit material: 100% acrylic

LCSCK603 5 PACK HEAVY DUTY WORK SOCK
- Padded heel and toe panels with contrast red keyline detail
- Contrast coloured branding to ankle area
Material: 55% cotton, 42% polyester and 3% elastane
Colours:
Sizes: One size(UK6-11), EU 39-46

ACCESSORIES
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LCKP002 ERGONOMIC KNEE PADS(PAIR)
- A strong hard wearing and flexible kneepad
- Designed to be worn with the Lee Cooper knee pad sytem
Material: 100% polyethylene
Colours:
Sizes: one size

LCBELT613 CANVAS BELT
- A strong but flexible canvas webbing belt
- A quick and easily adjustable metal buckle locking system
- The metal buckle is non scratch with embossed Lee Cooper logo
- belt width is 40mm
Material: Polypropylene/ elastane
Colours:
Sizes: one size
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ACCESSORIES

AVAILABLE FROM STOCK
Lee Cooper footwear stand
This display stand in hard wearing card frame is space effiicient and practical. It allows for
improved product merchandising by presenting up to 4 styles to each side of the stand .
The over sized header board is also a great tool for brand promotion in-store.
Dimensions:
4ft 8” high x 1ft 6” wide x 2ft 4” deep

POS STANDS
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AVAILABLE FROM STOCK
Lee Cooper triangular stand
This display stand with metal frame is space
effiicient and practical. It allows for improved
product merchandising wherever you are through its
wheeled base. It comes with branded headerboards
for additional merchandising appeal.
There are two sizes available.
Dimensions:
7ft stand: 2.13m x 0.63m(each side)
5ft stand: 1.52m x 0.63m (each side)
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POS STANDS
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SIZE CHARTS & WASH CARE

TECHNICAL SYMBOLS
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PAN WORLD BRANDS LTD, 319 ORDSALL LANE, SALFORD, MANCHESTER, M5 3FT, UK.
TEL.

+44 (0)161 886 4000

FAX.

+44 (0)161 886 4001 www.panworldbrands.com

PAN WORLD BRANDS LTD, GERMAN OFFICE

Euromoda Sport Fashion Centre, NR. C301, Antox Kux Str.2, 41460 Neuss, Germany.
TEL . +49 2131 125 8005 TEL . +49 1774 759766 FAX . +49 2131 125 8007 www.panworldbrands.com

